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Introduction
Three possible sources of creak:
• Tone [1]
• Low F0 [2]
• Utterance-final position: mark finality [3]

F0 declination:
• F0 declines as sentence proceeds [4].

• Controlling F0, do utterance-final positions
continue being creakier than non-final positions?

• Does the effect of F0 and utterance position differ
between statements and questions?

• Statement
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da4 jia1  jue2 de3  da4 li3 tang2  bu2    gou4    da4. 
“People think that the ballroom is not big enough.”

• Question
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da4 jia1  jue2 de3  da4 li3 tang2  bu2    gou4    da4 ma?
“Do people think that the ballroom is not big enough?”

• Subjects: 32 speakers of Northern Mandarin dialect
• Stimuli: 64 sentences
(8 Statements + 8 Questions + 8 fillers * 3)
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• Effect of F0: The lower the
F0, the creakier the voice
quality is.

• Controlling F0:
o Statement: Final position is

creakier than non-final
positions.

o Question: Final position is
more periodic than non-final
positions.

• The source of creak differs by
sentence type:

o Statement: Utterance-final
triggers creak independent of
F0.

o Question: F0 is the main
trigger of creak. Utterance-
final is not marked by the
creaky voice.

Conclusions

• Expand the target word to all four Mandarin tones.
• Include more types of questions in Mandarin (e.g. questions without

particles and questions with “ba” (�) and “ne” (�) particles)
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